
WRITE A POSTER ON ENVIRONMENTAL MESSAGE

Explore ~ Sierra ~'s board "DIY - Environmental message poster", followed by Earth Day poster (boy and girl) for bulletin
boards - have students draw/write.

Political uses[ edit ] Times of great turmoil produced great posters. Some of these artists, such as Alphonse
Mucha, were in great demand and theatre stars personally selected their own favorite artist to do the poster for
an upcoming performance. Purely textual posters have a long history: they advertised the plays of Shakespeare
and made citizens aware of government proclamations for centuries. Most posters are printed on one side and
left blank on the back, the better for affixing to a wall or other surface. Some slogans focus on water pollution,
while others focus on forest conservation or recycling. Noise Reduction Campaign - nyc. Propaganda and
political posters[ edit ] German propaganda poster, During the First and Second World Wars , recruiting
posters became extremely common, and many of them have persisted in the national consciousness, such as
the " Lord Kitchener Wants You " posters from the United Kingdom , the " Uncle Sam wants you" posters
from the United States, or the " Loose Lips Sink Ships " posters [14] that warned of foreign spies. Companies
are now encouraging employees to telecommute from home and print documents using remanufactured or
vegetable inks. Brave printed and hand-made political posters appeared on the Berlin Wall , on the statue of
St. The backgrounds with blank space are for making your own posters, e. The five types of pollution are
water, air, noise, and light. Photo: Nathan Dumlao on unsplash. Mass production[ edit ] The Queen of
Chinatown by Joseph Jarrow, Broadway poster, Posters, in the form of placards and posted bills, have been
used since earliest times, primarily for advertising and announcements. And finally, advertisers began to
market mass-produced consumer goods to a growing populace in urban areas. Most of us are very used to the
sounds we hear in everyday life. Making a small change, like taking the stairs, not only benefits the planet, but
your own well-being. During the Paris student riots and for years to come, Jim Fitzpatrick's stylized poster of
Marxist revolutionary Che Guevara based on the photograph, Guerrillero Heroico , also became a common
youthful symbol of rebellion. Why throw out something you can fix? Toulouse-Lautrec , Lithograph poster for
Ranch 10, a Western-themed play by Harry Meredith that opened in New York City in August Introduction[
edit ] According to the French historian Max Gallo , "for over two hundred years, posters have been displayed
in public places all over the world. Each type of pollution effects the environment and people in various ways.
After the September 11 attacks , in the United States, public schools across the country hung framed posters of
" In God We Trust " in their "libraries, cafeterias, and classrooms. Photo: Alexis Brown on unsplash. Quote:
Sam Ewing. These often become collectors items as well. Nature poster by David Clode..


